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Global Strategic Energy Sourcing
Proactive Sourcing, Contract, and
Performance Management
Global organizations face daunting complexity in energy procurement.
Market-specific energy price fluctuation, renewable energy and carbon emissions
targets, plus diverse, constantly changing global utility business models combine to
overstretch the available staff resources of even the largest international operators.
Effectively managing energy procurement opportunities, costs, risk tolerance,
and contracts across a global portfolio requires the combination of
region-specific intelligence, easy access to centrally organized information,
and robust reporting. Few organizations have the expertise, staff bandwidth,
and technology to meet these requirements on a global stage.
Leveraging the ENGIE Insight Energy and Sustainability Management Platform,
Strategic Energy Sourcing provides a single system of record for clients to
navigate the complexity of energy procurement activity across global portfolios.
ENGIE Insight clients save time and money by outsourcing energy supply
procurement and management to dedicated experts with region-specific energy
market knowledge, backed by more than two decades in the energy and
sustainability management arena.

Holistic Strategy, Market-Specific Approach
Strategic Energy Sourcing from ENGIE Insight delivers:
•

A structured buying process that enables market-specific energy
procurement decisions based on competitive price transparency that fits
your budget, risk tolerance and strategy.

•

Close management of variable price and volume contracts that capture
and exploit market-specific price opportunities.

•

Ongoing contract reporting and management of supplier issues to support
overall program consistency and stakeholder transparency requirements.

•

Global procurement information via the ENGIE Insight Energy and
Sustainability Management Platform’s Contract Manager function. Clients
access contract status summary reports (at a glance visual presentation
of upcoming expirations), hedge summary reports, and detailed global
contract data. Additionally, a document library provides centralized access
to supplemental global energy procurement documentation.

Regional energy market
knowledge backed by over
two decades of data
and experience.

“ENGIE Insight has
helped us to achieve
significant cost
savings … this will
make a real
contribution to our
bottom line and also
gives us security of
energy supply at very
competitive rates.”
– Mark Wiles,
Property Procurement Manager
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Contract Risk Mitigation
Constant energy market price volatility exposes global organizations to
increased financial risk. Strategic Energy Sourcing solutions ensure the regular
review of procurement opportunities against the client’s overall energy strategy
and tactical plan in each market, informing ongoing contract review and future
procurement activity managed by ENGIE Insight’s expert market teams. In
deregulated markets, forward price analysis and reporting serves to inform
your budget and further reduce uncertainty where price volatility can prove
most consequential.

Portfolio-Wide Reporting and Monitoring
Leveraging contract data, market-specific price intelligence, and historic
utility invoices, ENGIE Insight builds the foundation of data that provides the
insight required to take action on your energy procurement decisions and
ensure they’re tracking to your strategy. A visual reporting dashboard helps
communicate region-specific pricing and market trends, as well as your portfolio
positions to key stakeholders. Convenient access to contract images and
related data is presented in the contracts portal. Finally, supplier performance
management ensures accurate pricing at the site level and support to manage
resolution of contract and invoicing issues.

Data:
Reveals more opportunity

Insight:
Reshapes business strategy

Action:
Reveals results

=

Powerful Results

With Strategic Energy Sourcing, organizations are relieved of the expense
and administrative burdens associated with energy procurement and risk
management across global portfolios.

Included in the the Energy Supply Manager Module:
•

Contract Management
• Track contract expirations
• Hedge summary
• Contract details

•

Document Library

•

Reporting Dashboard
• Pricing
• Market trends by
country and regions
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